
 

 

A framework to evaluate the accessibility, visibility, and intelligibility 1 

of green-blue spaces (GBSs) related to pedestrian movement 2 

 3 

Abstract 4 

The planning of green-blue spaces (GBSs) requires considering the pedestrian needs in 5 

their walking routes for improving the walking experience. Incorporating the 6 

quantitative spatial characteristics of pedestrian movement is essential for the 7 

pedestrian-friendly urban planning, which however received insufficient attention. 8 

Based on the space syntax theory, this study provided three indicators – accessibility, 9 

visibility, and intelligibility – to demonstrate the needs of physical access, visual access, 10 

and spatial cognition, respectively, in pedestrian movement. Measuring these three 11 

indicators, this study exemplified the planning of pedestrian-friendly GBSs using 12 

Guangzhou, China as a case study. Spatial design network analysis was used to quantify 13 

heterogeneous values of accessibility, visibility, and intelligibility of each GBS 14 

throughout the city. Moreover, we used principal component analysis to identify the 15 

leading indicators based on their weightings and then to calculate the scores to compare 16 

these three aspects of GBSs. The measurements of accessibility, visibility, and 17 

intelligibility of each GBS were then averaged across urban administrative districts for 18 

evaluating city-scale GBSs. The findings showed that GBSs in central districts were 19 

most accessible and visible but least intelligible. In contrast, the overall intelligibility 20 

of GBSs throughout the city was the greatest but the visibility was the least. 21 

Furthermore, intelligibility, as a more important factor than accessibility and visibility, 22 

should be particularly emphasized in future planning of pedestrian-friendly GBSs. 23 

Pedestrians from the central districts of Guangzhou city were most satisfied with the 24 

walking experience, in terms of accessing to, viewing, and cognizing the GBSs. 25 

‘Yuexiu’, ‘Huadu’, and ‘Nansha’ districts were found as the key places where improved 26 

accessibility, visibility, and intelligibility were particularly needed to improve the GBS 27 

pedestrian-friendliness throught the city. In summary, this study not only demonstrated 28 

a human-scale GBS evaluation framework for improving human walking experience 29 

but also provided empirical evidence for building pedestrian-friendly green-blue spaces 30 

at the city scale. 31 
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1. Introduction 45 

 The planning of urban green and blue spaces should take the pedestrian demands 46 

into account for enhancing the walking experience and thereby human well-being. 47 

Incorporating the spatial patterns of pedestrian movements contributes to building more 48 

pedestrian-friendly urban green and blue spaces. Green and blue spaces can provide 49 

significant ecological and social benefits, including climate regulation (Brown et al., 50 

2015) and mental relaxation (Beyer et al., 2014), therefore conservation of GBSs has 51 

been encouraged by the governments. For example, the Chinese Government 52 

established a ‘minimum standard’ for the areas of green spaces in urban residential areas, 53 

requiring at least a 30% greening ratio and 0.5m2 green spaces per capita in residences 54 

(http://www.mohurd.gov.cn/). However, with the increased areas of green and blue 55 

spaces, an underappreciated concern is whether these planned green and blue spaces 56 

can meet the human demands in their movement. Because of no universally accepted 57 

definition of green and blue spaces in academia (WHO, 2016; Roy et al., 2012), this 58 

study uses the term ‘green-blue spaces (GBSs)’ to define all green and blue natural 59 

elements within a city. Quantifications of the spatial characteristics of pedestrian 60 

movement are necessary for planning the proper locations of GBSs, in such a human-61 

centered urban planning context.  62 

The pedestrian movement is the social response to the existing urban spatial 63 

configurations, based on the interactions between the physical built environment and 64 

human moving behaviors (Paul, 2015; Aditjandra et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2021). 65 

Therefore, the spatial pattern of pedestrian movement can be explained by the 66 

configurational properties of spaces (Hillier & Hanson, 1984; Koohsari et al., 2014). 67 

The predictions of spatial configuration about pedestrian movement flows can reach 68 

over 60% (Jiang, 2009). Jiang and Jia (2011) even found that the movement flow can 69 

be directly shaped by the spatial configuration, with little effect of subjective choice in 70 

individual movement behavior. In other words, it is reliable to indicate pedestrian 71 

movement using configurational measures. The GBSs planning considering the needs 72 

in pedestrian movement is thereby translated to the issue of identifying spatial 73 

configurations of the GBSs in the urban networks quantitatively.  74 

http://www.mohurd.gov.cn/


 

 

 To characterize spatial configuration, space syntax has been a well-developed 75 

theory, allowing us to understand urban configuration from physical and social 76 

dimensions (Lerman et al., 2014; Hillier, 1996). Specifically, space syntax explores the 77 

relationships between people and spaces (Bafna, 2003), that is, the relationships of 78 

spatially-linked urban systems and socially-interacted human activities (Hillier & 79 

Vaughan, 2007). In space syntax context, the interaction between physical spatial 80 

configuration and movement flow is generalized and identified by a term of ‘natural 81 

movement’, which demonstrates the extent to which the pedestrian movement is 82 

determined by the spatial configuration (Hillier et al., 1993). Urban configuration 83 

affects land use patterns by affecting natural movement (Koohsari et al., 2019), which 84 

means that the GBSs should have desirable locations in the given spatial configuration 85 

and natural movement pattern. The placement of GBSs is identified by two aspects of 86 

natural movement – to-movement and through-movement. To-movement relates to the 87 

selection of GBSs in pedestrian walking. Through-movement is related to the selection 88 

of routes passed through for reaching GBSs (Hillier & Iida, 2005). Accessibility is a 89 

pedestrian need in the to-movement (Cooper, 2015). The more accessible GBSs are 90 

preferred as the destination due to the ease of using GBSs. Also, visual accessibility is 91 

another pedestrian need in the through-movement. The spaces with high through-92 

movement potentials have more movement flows (Hillier et al.,  2012), so that the 93 

GBSs located in the frequently traversed spaces provide more benefits of visual 94 

accessibility. A cognitive aspect in pedestrian movement, however, is still limited 95 

investigated. Interpreted by the space syntax, the spatial cognition of GBSs is not 96 

directly determined by to- and through-movement. It is a mental need in pedestrian 97 

walking affected by the overall impressions under the patterns of natural movement. 98 

To plan and design the GBSs for accommodating the needs of pedestrian movement, 99 

we develop a multi-indicator framework to evaluate the current GBSs through 100 

integrating the investigations of physical access, visual access, and spatial cognition. 101 

Three indicators of accessibility, visibility, and intelligibility are emphasized and 102 

quantified as empirical values to demonstrate three aspects of GBSs’ pedestrian-103 

friendliness. Furthermore, these three indicators are then upscaled to district and city 104 

levels for ease of guidance statements in urban GBS planning (Stein et al., 2001). This 105 

upscaling has been adopted in GBS evaluations. For example, Tan et al. (2019) assessed 106 

the equity of urban green spaces and then upscaled the results from 150 m spatial 107 

resolution to block scale to provide planners with the geospatial information on GBS 108 

locations. Van De Voorde (2017) characterized the urban green space proximity from 109 

building scale to city scale for city-level planning target. Guangzhou, a well-developed 110 

city in southern China, is used as an example, to exemplify the planning of accessible, 111 

visible, and cognizable GBSs. Overall, based on the Guangzhou case, this study aims 112 

to show the AVI framework to 1) measure the multi-indicators of physical access, visual 113 

access, and spatial cognition of GBSs as well as those in urban districts; 2) identify the 114 

most important factor in our evaluation framework of GBSs; 3) recommend the 115 

principles for the GBSs planning associated with pedestrian needs.  116 



 

 

2. Accessibility, visibility, and intelligibility of GBSs: an AVI 117 

evaluation framework 118 

 Based on the space syntax and natural movement theories, we proposed a 119 

conceptual framework to examine whether the existing GBSs planning has considered 120 

the pedestrian needs (Figure 1). A core premise of our framework is the interactions 121 

between urban configuration in a physical space and pedestrian movement in a social 122 

space. Corresponding to the needs of physical access, visual access, and spatial 123 

cognition in pedestrian movement, three indicators are included in the GBSs evaluation, 124 

including accessibility (A), visibility (V), and intelligibility (I). Space syntax provides 125 

theoretical supports for GBSs planning with a perspective of pedestrian movement. At 126 

the same time, space syntax also provides a set of techniques to measure the properties 127 

of spatial structures (Hillier et al., 1984; Hillier & Hanson, 1984). Three basic 128 

syntactical measures in space syntax are integration, choice, and connectivity, which 129 

can be used to frame AVI indicators associated with physical access, visual access, and 130 

spatial cognition respectively (Pafka et al., 2020). Pedestrian-friendly GBSs are the 131 

ones that have greater accessibility, visibility, and intelligibility, which address more 132 

pedestrian access, vision, and cognition demands for a better walking experience in 133 

GBSs. 134 

2.1 Accessibility 135 

 Accessibility is a basic walking need for pedestrians showing the relationships 136 

between urban configuration, moving behavior, and GBSs planning (Ruben & Julio, 137 

2015). Accessibility demonstrates the need for easy access to GBSs in to-movement, by 138 

defining the ability of people to reach their targeted GBSs (Weibull, 1980; Miller, 2005). 139 

In more integrated spaces, the GBSs are spatially closer to other areas in the urban 140 

system, resulting in a higher possibility of people presence because people feel easy to 141 

access with fewer turns in their walking path (Peponis & Wineman, 2002). Therefore, 142 

the integration in space syntax is a commonly proxy of spatial accessibility, indicating 143 

the degree of one space close to others (Hillier, 2012). According to the positive 144 

relationships between spatial integration and movement flows (Nes, 2021), 145 

accessibility analysis based on the integration in space syntax (Tannous et al., 2020; Ye 146 

et al., 2019; Hillier & Iida, 2005) has been widely conducted to elucidate how people 147 

select their destination in their movement and thereby the use efficiency of GBSs. 148 

2.2 Visibility 149 

 Visibility, here, is regarded as an indication of the need for visual access to GBSs 150 

in through-movement. Visual integration is another impact on the patterns of  151 

pedestrian movement (Hajrasouliha & Yin, 2015). Choice measure of space syntax is 152 

used as the proxy of visibility, indicating the possibility of a space to be passed through 153 

within the connected spatial networks (Hillier et al., 1987). Spaces with a high choice 154 

value play important roles in the urban system with more traversable transportation, in 155 



 

 

which more pedestrians are passed through in their daily movement (Hillier & Iida, 156 

2005). Hence, the visibility indicator is developed based on an assumption that the 157 

GBSs in frequently passed-through places provide pedestrians with additional visual 158 

functions.  159 

2.3 Intelligibility 160 

 Intelligibility is proposed to address the need for spatial cognition in pedestrian 161 

movement, which is linked to mental perception in both to- and through-movement. An 162 

intelligible space should be easily understandable, well connected, and highly 163 

integrated, in which people can perceive large-scale spaces outside their view-shed 164 

through cognizing GBSs in their visibility field (Peponis & Wineman, 2002; Liao et al., 165 

2019). Intelligibility is identified by the shape of the scatter diagram between 166 

integration and connectivity of space syntax. Connectivity is quantified by the number 167 

of neighboring spaces directly connecting to a given space (Hillier & Hanson, 1984), 168 

which captures the spatial configurations within a neighboring distance instead of the 169 

whole urban system. Spaces with highly synchronous connectivity and integration are 170 

more intelligible due to stronger correlations between what we can perceive and what 171 

we cannot perceive, which provide more cognitive images for people. Improving the 172 

intelligibility of the GBSs can facilitate the pedestrians who are unfamiliar with the 173 

urban spaces forming mental ‘big picture’ of GBSs based on a succession of visibility 174 

fields in their navigation (Hillier, 2012). 175 

3. Data and methods 176 

3.1 Study areas 177 

Guangzhou is a well-developed city of Guangdong Province in South China 178 

(Figure 2(a)) with strong socioeconomic development and a dense population. Rapid 179 

urbanization has resulted in a compact urban structure and limited physical spaces for 180 

natural environment planning. Guangdong is regarded as the first-tier province to focus 181 

on the ecological improvement by constructing various forms of green spaces (Peng et 182 

al., 2017). However, with ongoing extensive urban development, better planning of 183 

urban natural components, such as GBSs, has emerged as a new challenge, particularly 184 

as human-centered urban planning is being prioritized. Apart from quantity, the quality 185 

of GBSs for people usage is put on the agenda. Since 2009, Guangzhou and other 8 186 

cities of Guangdong Province, as well as the Hong Kong and Macau have been included 187 

in the Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macau Greater Bay Area (GBA) which was an initiative 188 

issued by the Chinese Government (The State Council of the PRC, 2019). Aiming to 189 

intensify the regional integration and socio-economic co-development in the GBA, 190 

Guangzhou is expected to experience greater variations in urban spatial structure. The 191 

perspective of pedestrian walking is necessary for GBSs planning for the city and even 192 

regional well-being. Guangzhou contains 11 administrative districts having uneven 193 

socio-economic conditions. The city centers are old urban districts including ‘Baiyun’, 194 



 

 

‘Huangpu’, ‘Panyu’, ‘Yuexiu’, ‘Tianhe’, ‘Haizhu’, and ‘Liwan’ districts. They are 195 

evolved from long-term variations in spatial configurations and urban functions, which 196 

are greatly influenced by and at the same time shape pedestrian moving behaviors. In 197 

detail, ‘Yuexiu’, ‘Liwan’, ‘Haizhu’, and ‘Tianhe’ districts are regarded as the economic 198 

cores of the city. Outer districts are new, including ‘Conghua’, ‘Huadu’, ‘Zengcheng’ 199 

and ‘Nansha’ districts，which are not merged into the Guangzhou city until 2000. 200 

Changed urban structure in the city and heterogeneous urban configuration among 201 

districts influence the patterns of human movement in the urban system. Moreover, 202 

unevenly distributed green-spaces (Figure 2(b)) and blue-spaces (Figure 2(c)) can be 203 

observed. Particularly, the distribution of green-spaces has distinct spatial clusters in 204 

some administrative districts, which implies different relationships between GBSs and 205 

human movement among districts. Thus, a challenge in Guangzhou is how to adjust 206 

GBSs planning to better fit the human daily movement for social benefit delivery. To 207 

have a more intuitive understanding of GBSs in various urban spatial networks, a more 208 

detailed table has been provided (Table 1). The GBSs in Guangzhou city are 209 

characterized as five categories based on different urban components (Lynch, 1960), 210 

including GBSs close to streets, GBSs as spatial edges (e.g., rivers), GBSs as districts 211 

(e.g., large-scale wetland), GBSs close to urban nodes (e.g., green spaces attached to 212 

commercial areas), and GBSs close to landmarks (e.g., green spaces around the tower). 213 

The functions of various categories of GBSs and their potential accessibility, visibility, 214 

and intelligibility are also described in Table 1. 215 

3.2 Analyzing AVI indicators of GBSs 216 

3.2.1 AVI Measurements using spatial design network analysis 217 

Spatial design network analysis (sDNA) (https://sdna.cardiff.ac.uk/sdna/) was used 218 

for spatial network analysis in terms of accessibility, visibility, and intelligibility (AVI) 219 

in urban spaces. sDNA and space syntax share a similar principle through characterizing 220 

spatial configurations into the graphs consisting of points and linear features 221 

(Volchenkov & Blanchard, 2007). In other words, sDNA can measure the AVI 222 

framework developed based on space syntax theory. Moreover, one of the distinctions 223 

of sDNA is that it can model localized configurational characteristics within the user-224 

specified radius (Sarkar et al., 2015), in the platforms of ArcGIS/QGIS/AutoCAD as 225 

well as Python/command line (Cooper & Chiaradia, 2020). Using different radii, two-226 

scale measurements can be achieved in sDNA, including local and city scales. City-227 

scale analyses identified spatial configurations over the urban system in the whole city, 228 

while local-scale analyses focused on the sub-areas with a given radius (Önder & Gigi, 229 

2010). For this study, we defined local scale based on an initiative of the ‘15-min 230 

walkable neighborhoods’ advocated by a Chinese national standard (The Standard for 231 

urban residential area planning and design (GB 50180–2018)). This initiative aims to 232 

improve community GBSs for human usage. Based on average walking speed, an 233 

empirical value corresponding to 15-min walking distance is 1200 meters (Xia et al., 234 

2018). Hence, the 1200-meter distance was decided as the radius for local-scale 235 

https://sdna.cardiff.ac.uk/sdna/


 

 

measurements.  236 

To perform the sDNA, vector data of GBSs and street networks representing urban 237 

spatial configurations were extracted from Open Street Map (OSM) in Quantum GIS 238 

(QGIS). OSM is a crowdsourced platform providing geo-referenced information of 239 

pedestrian data (Bolten et al., 2017). Each street segment was defined as the origin of 240 

human movement, represented as a road centerline between two road turns in this study. 241 

The destinations at the city level were all street segments in the city excluding those 242 

that were not connected. While, at the local level, the destinations were all street 243 

segments within a radial distance of 1.2 km from the origin. In sDNA technique, 244 

integration is commonly quantified by Network Quantity Penalized by Distance in 245 

Radius Angular (NQPDA), and choice is mostly defined by Two Phase Betweenness 246 

Angular (TPBtA). Angular distance, instead of only metric Euclidean distance, was 247 

used in this study to accounts for directional changes in human movement. Additionally, 248 

Line Connectivity (LConn) was used to indicate connectivity. Based on the measures 249 

of integration, choice, and connectivity, accessibility (A) and visibility (V) indicators 250 

were described by the values of local NQPDA and local TPBtA within a 1200 m radius, 251 

respectively. Moreover, intelligibility (I) values were the Pearson correlations (R2) of 252 

LConn and NQPDA values over the whole city. A perfect correlation (R2 =1) will be 253 

shown as a 45° straight line in the correlation diagram, which, for example, can be 254 

interpreted as the exactly synchronous changes between LConn and city NQPDA. 255 

Higher correlation (R2) indicates higher levels of intelligibility. The measurements of 256 

AVI indicators were summarized in Table 2. Consequently, each street segment had a 257 

set of AVI values. The polygon data of GBSs were then combined with the street 258 

network data. The AVI values of street segments were affixed to the GBSs in the closest 259 

geographical locations. It means that the AVI measurements of the street segment 260 

closest to the GBS’s boundary were used to assess the pedestrian-friendliness of each 261 

GBS. These AVI measurements of each GBS polygon were taken on a pedestrian 262 

movement scale, which were suggested to be upscaled to city level by averaging local 263 

measurements for urban planning and GBS management (Liang et al., 2022; Browning 264 

et al., 2022). Therefore, this study averaged  AVI results of each GBS according to the 265 

administrative districts across the city to assess the heterogeneous pedestrian-266 

friendliness of GBSs. These approaches allowed for converting the spatial 267 

configurations of street networks to the evaluations of GBSs by quantifying the 268 

accessibility, visibility, and intelligibility aspects of pedestrian-friendly GBSs for 269 

people walking experiences. Also, AVI-based GBS evaluations can be a potential tool 270 

for pedestrian-friendly urban planning.  271 

3.2.2 AVI characterization using principal component analysis 272 

To examine whether there is a redundant indicator in the AVI framework, the 273 

correlations between accessibility, visibility, and intelligibility were analyzed. The 274 

results (Appendix A, Figure A) show that these three indicators were statistically 275 

correlated with each other in ‘Nansha’, the southern district of the city, which 276 



 

 

demonstrated the data redundancy in the AVI framework. Hence, principal component 277 

analysis (PCA) (Jolliffe, 2002) was used here, which has been a common tool to remove 278 

the redundant information and identify the most representative one in multi-indicator 279 

evaluations (e.g., Ye & Qiu, 2021). The data characteristics of AVI of GBSs were 280 

extracted and stored in several uncorrelated principal components (PCs). The first PC 281 

generally stores the most distinct information. For each PC, a property is the ‘loading’ 282 

that refers to the contribution of each variable on overall data characteristics in that PC. 283 

In other words, the indicators of the AVI framework with higher absolute loading values 284 

(either positive or negative) should be assigned greater weightings in GBSs evaluation. 285 

The indicator having the largest absolute loading value is defined as the ‘winning 286 

variable’ that plays a leading role in GBSs evaluation in that PC. Furthermore, apart 287 

from ‘loading’, ‘contribution’ is further used to provide more comprehensive 288 

quantifications in terms of the importance of each variable in GBSs evaluation in the 289 

combined PC1 and PC2, which is measured by (Kassambara, 2017): 290 

Contributions = 291 

[(
𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 (𝑖1)2 ×100

∑ 𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 (𝑗1)2 × 𝐸𝑖𝑔 1) + (
𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 (𝑖2)2 ×100

∑ 𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 (𝑗2)2 × 𝐸𝑖𝑔 2)]

(𝐸𝑖𝑔 1 + 𝐸𝑖𝑔 2)
⁄  292 

where 𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 (𝑖1)  is the loading value of 𝑖  indicator in PC1 and 293 

∑ 𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 (𝑗1)2  means the sum of loading values of all indicators in PC1; 294 

𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 (𝑖2)  and ∑ 𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 (𝑗2)2  indicate the corresponding results in 295 

PC2; 𝐸𝑖𝑔 1 and 𝐸𝑖𝑔 2 refer to the proportion of variance explained by PC1 and PC2, 296 

respectively.  297 

Moreover, another output of PCA is the ‘score’ that is, in essence, a new 298 

measurement projected into PC dimensions combining all features of original data. The 299 

score in this study can be representations to compare the accessibility, visibility, and 300 

intelligibility of GBSs. It is measured by: 301 

Score = (𝑋𝑖 − 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 (𝑋𝑖)) 𝑆𝐷 (𝑋𝑖) ∗ 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 (𝑖)⁄  302 

where 𝑖  refers to one of AVI indicators; 𝑋𝑖  is the values of 𝑖  indicator based on 303 

space syntax measurements; 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 (𝑋𝑖)  is the averaged values of 𝑋𝑖 ; 𝑆𝐷  is the 304 

standard deviation; and 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠  is the loading values of 𝑖  indicator based on 305 

PCA analysis. 306 

Based on ‘loading’, ‘contribution’, and ‘score’ of PCA, the AVI framework can be 307 

characterized and simplified for providing comparable information in PC dimension for 308 

GBSs evaluations among different locations and to develop strategies for GBSs 309 

improvements to include pedestrian movement. 310 

3.3.3 Analytical AVI framework for GBSs 311 

Figure 3 presented the analytical framework to evaluate AVI indicators of GBSs in 312 



 

 

the Guangzhou city. Based on the space syntax theory and sDNA technique, 313 

accessibility, visibility, and intelligibility of GBSs were measured. PCA was adopted to 314 

characterize the AVI framework through defining their respective weightings on GBSs 315 

evaluation and generating standardized and comparable values of AVI indicators and 316 

the overall AVI-weighted evaluation scores. Three main outcomes of AVI-weighted 317 

evaluation are to 1) identify the indicator with the largest weighting in GBSs evaluation; 318 

2) compare the accessibility, visibility, and intelligibility of GBSs as well as the overall 319 

AVI-weighted GBSs among districts; and 3) suggest the empirical principles and 320 

strategies for GBSs improvement in terms of the considerations of pedestrian 321 

movement.  322 

4. Results 323 

4.1 Spatial heterogeneities in AVI measurements of GBSs 324 

 To quantify the accessibility, visibility, and intelligibility of GBSs in the city, the 325 

measures of NQPDA, TPBtA, and LConn were required according to Table 2. The 326 

integrated (high NQPDA values), frequently-traversed (high TPBtA values), and well-327 

connected (high LConn values) spaces were mainly clustered in the middle districts of 328 

the city (Figure 4). Compared to spatial integration across the city (Figure 4(a)), the 329 

local integration was substantially lower and spaces with high local integration were 330 

even more concentrated (Figure 4(b)). It means that, within neighboring walking scope, 331 

urban spaces were less integrated and less accessible. In this urban system, the unique 332 

values of NQPDA, TPBtA, and LConn in each geographical location can be used to 333 

calculate the accessibility, visibility, and intelligibility of each GBS, allowing people to 334 

evaluate the pedestrian-friendliness of GBSs while moving.  335 

The values of accessibility, visibility, and intelligibility varied by GBSs. GBSs in 336 

the city center, generally, were more accessible (Figure 5(a)) and visible (Figure 5(b)) 337 

in pedestrian movement, than those in the surrounding areas. Accessibility and visibility 338 

of GBSs were similar throughout the city except for the southernmost areas where 339 

GBSs had the greatest accessibility but rather low visibility. Moreover, two regions with 340 

the distinct low intelligibility of GBSs were the northwestern and south-central parts 341 

(Figure 5(c)). Based on averaged AVI values, the overall pedestrian-friendliness of 342 

GBSs was more similar to accessibility spatial patterns (Figure 5(d)). The AVI 343 

measurements of individual GBSs were then averaged across administrative districts of 344 

the city to provide empirical guidelines for GBS planning in districts and cities. Similar 345 

to the spatially explicit AVI of individual GBSs, accessibility and visibility of GBSs in 346 

each district shared a similar pattern (Figure 6(a)(b)). GBSs in central areas of the city 347 

were more accessible and visible than those in the suburbs, which therefore were easier 348 

to access in to-movement and view in through-movement. The greatest accessible and 349 

visible GBSs were located at the ‘Yuexiu’ district which is the socioeconomic core of 350 

the Guangzhou city. On the other hand, the central districts of the city had few 351 



 

 

intelligible GBSs, while GBSs in ‘Nansha’ and ‘Huangpu’ districts had the highest 352 

intelligibility making them easier to be perceived by pedestrians (Figure 6(c)). 353 

According to the averaged values of AVI (Figure 6(d)), the GBSs in the central districts 354 

of the city, particularly in the ‘Yuexiu’ district, were more pedestrian-friendly through 355 

accommodating the pedestrian needs of access, view, and cognition. This averaged AVI-356 

based evaluations of GBSs’ pedestrian friendliness were consistent with socioeconomic 357 

patterns among districts. 358 

4.2 The diverse contributions of AVI to GBSs evaluation 359 

To evaluate AVI-weighted GBSs, the diverse contributions of AVI indicators to 360 

GBSs were needed, which were shown in the form of loading values. The 361 

characteristics of GBSs in Guangzhou city can be represented by the first two principal 362 

components (PCs) that explained 91.6% variance of AVI values (Table 3). In detail, the 363 

first PC (PC1) already stored the 60% data characteristics of AVI values, in which 364 

accessibility and visibility dominated the GBSs with the positive weightings of 0.688 365 

and 0.68, respectively. In other words, GBSs can meet 60% of pedestrian needs for ease 366 

of access and viewing in to- and through-movement. On the other hand, intelligibility 367 

was the most leading influence on GBSs evaluation in PC2 with the negative weighting 368 

of -0.967. It implied that intelligibility related to the mental perception of pedestrians 369 

can describe around 31.6% pedestrian-friendliness of GBSs. Moreover, combining the 370 

weightings of AVI in both PCs, we found that accessibility and visibility of GBSs were 371 

highly correlated, which means that urban spatial configurations had similar effects on 372 

the amount to which GBSs could be accessed and viewed (Figure 7). While 373 

intelligibility can provide distinctly different GBSs information, compared to 374 

accessibility and visibility, with the greatest contributions to GBSs evaluation in the 375 

whole city, which can be a significant aspect in planning pedestrian-friendly GBSs 376 

(Figure 7). 377 

4.3 AVI-weighted evaluations of GBSs 378 

4.3.1 Compare AVI scores of GBSs 379 

The PCA contributed to transforming the values of AVI indicators into new 380 

representation scores that were comparable in the PC dimension. The accessibility, 381 

visibility, and intelligibility of individual GBSs were represented by three uncorrelated 382 

PCs. PC1 representing 60% of AVI features dominates the accessibility and visibility 383 

aspects of physical functions of GBSs. The scores of accessibility, visibility, and 384 

intelligibility in PC1 were shown in Figure 8 (a1)~(a3), which had similar spatial 385 

patterns to original AVI values derived from sDNA (Figure 5(a)~(c)). Integrating 386 

accessibility, visibility, and intelligibility, the spatial distributions of AVI-weighted 387 

scores of GBSs (Figure 8(a4)) were also similar to AVI-averaged ones (Figure 5(d)). 388 

Furthermore, in PC2 with an additional 31.6% of data features of AVI (Table 3), the 389 

spatial patterns of accessibility and visibility (Figure 8(b1)(b2)) were almost the same 390 

as those in PC1 (Figure 8(a1)(a2)). Differently, the spatial pattern of GBSs in PC2 391 



 

 

(Figure 8(b3)), in part, was opposite to that in PC1 (Figure 8(a3)), which, however, was 392 

similar to the patterns of AVI-weighted GBSs scores (Figure 8(b4)). Therefore, we 393 

claimed that the original individual values of AVI indicators as well as AVI-averaged 394 

values, derived from sDNA technique, can predict approximately 60% of GBSs’ 395 

pedestrian friendliness in the PC dimension. Additional about 31.6% of AVI features of 396 

GBSs can be almost presented by intelligibility that was as a function of spatial 397 

cognition in the GBSs.  398 

When averaged to district scale, PCA-based AVI scores, which have been 399 

standardized and comparable, therefore, can be used as instruments for the 400 

communications between stakeholders in GBS planning (Daniels et al., 2017). In PC1, 401 

the more central districts had greater accessibility and visibility of GBSs (Figure 402 

9(a1)(a2)). Contrarily, the intelligibility values of GBSs were higher in non-central 403 

districts with the highest in the southernmost district (Figure 9(a3)). Comparing the 404 

values of AVI indicators in each district, four clusters can be observed (Figure 9(a5)). 405 

GBSs in peripheral districts had the greatest intelligibility but the least visibility, while 406 

GBSs in more central districts had the lowest accessibility. GBSs had the lowest 407 

intelligibility consistently across the most central districts ('Yuexiu', 'Liwan', 'Haizhu', 408 

and 'Tianhe' districts), among which, ‘Yuexiu’ and ‘Liwan’ districts had the most 409 

accessible GBSs, while another two districts had the greatest visible GBSs. Using the 410 

averaged PCA-based AVI scores across districts, GBSs had the best intelligibility but 411 

the worst visibility throughout the city, consistent with those in the cluster of peripheral 412 

districts. Moreover, AVI-weighted scores of GBSs indicated that GBSs in the central 413 

districts, such as ‘Yuexiu’ and ‘Haizhu’ districts, were more pedestrian-friendly 414 

weighted by accessibility, visibility, and intelligibility and then provided a better 415 

walking experience for pedestrians. In general, the AVI-weighted patterns of GBSs 416 

among districts were greatly similar to the patterns of accessibility and visibility that 417 

were two dominant indicators in PC1 (Table 3). The districts of ‘Yuexiu’, ‘Haizhu’, and 418 

‘Liwan’ were rated as having the most pedestrian-friendly GBSs and the best walking 419 

experience in GBSs with 68.4% confidence. On the other hand, in PC2, the highest 420 

intelligibility of GBSs was shown in “Huadu” (Figure 9(b3)) instead of “Nansha” 421 

district in PC1 (Figure 9(a3)). Similar to PC1, there were also four spatial clusters of 422 

the AVI scores in PC2 (Figure 9(b5)). The entire city still had the greatest intelligibility 423 

but the least visibility of GBSs on average in PC2. Moreover, the AVI-weighted scores 424 

of GBSs in PC2 demonstrated similar patterns to intelligibility (Figure 9(b4)) which is 425 

the dominant indicator of GBSs evaluations in PC2 (Table 3). GBSs in ‘Huadu’, 426 

‘Panyu’, and ‘Haizhu’ districts were the most pedestrian-friendly and met the most 427 

walking needs in pedestrian movement with 31.6% possibility.  428 

We concentrated on the combined first two PCs that represent 99.7% of the AVI 429 

results. Central districts always showed more accessible and visible GBSs than 430 

surrounding districts. Comparing scores of individual AVI indicators, the highest 431 

average score for the city was intelligibility, indicating that the spatial cognition demand 432 



 

 

in the pedestrian movement had been largely accommodated in GBSs. However, the 433 

visibility always showed the lowest values suggesting a need for improvement. The 434 

GBSs throughout the city demonstrated an overall trend of the highest intelligibility but 435 

the lowest visibility, which was more consistent with the peripheral districts (i.e., 436 

‘Huadu’, ‘Conghua’, ‘Zengcheng’, and ‘Panyu’ districts). AVI-weighted scores of 437 

GBSs were greatly dominated by the leading factors with the highest loading values in 438 

respective PC. GBSs in peripheral districts were generally less pedestrian-friendly than 439 

those in central districts. 440 

4.3.2 Compare the contributions of districts to AVI-weighted GBSs over the city 441 

After illustrating the AVI scores in each district of the city in the first two PCs, we 442 

investigated how districts contributed to GBSs improvement across the Guangzhou city 443 

by promoting accessibility, visibility, and intelligibility (Figure 10). In the districts with 444 

higher contribution values, the enhancement of AVI had a greater possibility of 445 

improving the GBS pedestrian-friendliness over the whole city. Our findings 446 

demonstrated that ‘Yuexiu’, ‘Huadu’, and ‘Nansha’ districts had higher contributions to 447 

city GBSs improvements, compared to other districts (Figure 10). Thus, these highly 448 

contributed districts should be defined as the priority places for developing pedestrian-449 

friendly GBSs via the AVI framework in the Guangzhou city. This result is also in 450 

accord with the Chinese official issues. For instance, the urban development strategies 451 

have emphasized the importance of GBSs in the ‘Huadu’ district of the Guangzhou city 452 

(Huang et al., 2009). Also, the ‘Nansha’ district has been defined as a new key district 453 

for rapid development in the ‘Overall Plan of Nansha New District of Guangzhou 454 

(2012-2025)’, so that the GBSs should be improved in the ‘Nansha’ district for potential 455 

social well-being. 456 

5. Discussion 457 

 To create pedestrian-friendly GBSs for social well-being, the GBSs planning 458 

should identify the pedestrian needs in terms of access, view, and cognition. The 459 

empirical measurements of accessibility, visibility, and intelligibility based on our AVI 460 

framework provide information for suggesting the principle and specific strategies for 461 

future GBSs planning. The AVI framework has been shown that it not only helps 462 

evaluate the accessibility, visibility, and intelligibility of individual GBSs in the context 463 

of pedestrian movement but also provides an empirical approach for improving the 464 

pedestrian friendliness of GBSs in each district at the city scale. 465 

5.1 Implications of AVI framework for GBSs planning 466 

 To examine the extent to which pedestrian needs are included in the GBSs planning, 467 

an AVI framework has been developed in this study, which integrates accessibility (A), 468 

visibility (V), and intelligibility (I) factors. The AVI indicators of an urban system 469 

demonstrate the pedestrian needs of physical access, visual access, and spatial cognition 470 



 

 

respectively in their daily movement. This AVI framework can support the emerging 471 

target of pedestrian-friendly GBSs planning – facilitating people-oriented urban spaces 472 

for easy and pleased human usability (Leyden & Lipps, 2018). Compared to 473 

conventional GBSs planning primarily with the consideration of physical space, the 474 

patterns of pedestrian movement flows are combined and translated to the empirical 475 

assessments of physical spatial configurations in our AVI framework, contributing to 476 

improving the pedestrian walking experience in GBSs.  477 

 The space syntax is used in this study, which allows for the incorporation of human 478 

perspective into the GBSs planning based on the associations between social responses 479 

and spatial structure. In other words, the configurational measurements in the urban 480 

system can represent pedestrian needs in to- and through-movement. Compared to 481 

precise coordinates and Euclidean distance, space syntax-based measurements provide 482 

more configurational information on how urban spaces are spatially linked for the GBSs 483 

placement. Hence, the application of space syntax provides both theoretical and 484 

technical supports for evaluating GBSs related to pedestrian movement. Firstly, to 485 

measure accessibility (A), the shortest distance between the origins and the destinations 486 

is a conventional approach (Witten et al., 2008; Le Texier et al., 2018). However, 487 

pedestrians may not choose the shortest-distance paths in to-movement, instead, the 488 

shortest ways topologically with the least directional changes are more preferable 489 

(Dettlaff, 2014). Thus, topological measurement, as one of the distinctions of space 490 

syntax, is emerging in assessing spatial accessibility (Borzacchiello et al., 2010; 491 

Borzacchiello et al., 2009), by counting the numbers of turns needed on the walking 492 

route (Hillier & Iida, 2005). Secondly, visual access to GBSs is also characterized by 493 

syntactic measurements based on space syntax. Most of the visibility measurements 494 

adopt traditional eye-level approaches based on the self-collected picture and 495 

innovative street-level methods based on Google Street View (GSV) data (e.g., Ye et 496 

al., 2019). However, these approaches are generally at local scales (Larkin & Hystad, 497 

2019; Labib et al., 2021) and do not consider dynamic moving behavior and its 498 

influence on spatial visibility. Space syntax-based visibility measurements have the 499 

potentials to demonstrate the varied visibility of GBSs in the through-movement at 500 

urban scales. Space syntax-based measurements, furthermore, indicate the identity of 501 

GBSs, which is affected by city images formed in people walking routes (Asfarilla & 502 

Agustiananda, 2020). The concept of city image is firstly proposed in the book ‘The 503 

Image Of The City’ by Lynch (1960) who proposed urban physical configurations will 504 

determine city image and resultant urban legibility. This interpretation of legibility is 505 

similar to the term of ‘intelligibility’ – an indicator of our AVI framework – their 506 

interactions can be found in some studies (Long & Baran, 2012; Dalton, 2002; Dalton 507 

& Bafna, 2003). Our PCA results also show that intelligibility indicator can reveal 508 

additional different information than accessibility and visibility (Figure 7). Thus, 509 

following Lynch’s work, it is necessary to include the intelligibility indicator into the 510 

GBSs evaluation, for spatial cognition requirements of pedestrians in future GBSs 511 

planning. 512 



 

 

Overall, theoretically, the AVI framework based on space syntax in our study 513 

provides insights into human and social dimensions of physical planning of GBSs 514 

through quantifying the accessibility, visibility, and intelligibility of GBSs. In practice, 515 

by averaging empirical AVI results of each GBS into those in various urban districts, 516 

the comparisons among GBS pedestrian friendliness based on our AVI framework are 517 

instrumental in decision-making for informed city-scale GBS planning for improving 518 

the walking experience and social well-being. 519 

5.2 Intelligibility requires more attention in GBSs planning 520 

Comparing AVI-averaged and AVI-weighted evaluations of GBSs, their different 521 

scores in each district reveal the distinct contributions of accessibility, visibility, and 522 

intelligibility to overall GBSs in the city. Weighting determinations for AVI indicators 523 

using PCA enable planners to identify more important indicators for GBSs 524 

improvement. In PC1 with 60% GBSs characteristics, accessibility and visibility are 525 

the main influences of pedestrian-friendly GBSs (Table 3). This observation is similar 526 

to previous studies that emphasize the importance of accessible and visible spaces in 527 

cities (e.g., Bahrini et al., 2017; Wu et al., 2020). Moreover, the accessibility and 528 

visibility are closely interconnected (Figure 7), because they are walking needs in the 529 

to-movement and through-movement respectively affected by the configurational 530 

structures in the spatial network. The physical and visual access cannot be isolated in 531 

the given urban spaces. However, compared with accessibility and visibility, 532 

intelligibility indicates an additional walking need on the mental dimension, which is 533 

not directly tied to either to- or through-movement, but rather the mental image of a 534 

pedestrian in the context of general natural movement patterns. Our result also 535 

demonstrates the dominance of intelligibility in pedestrian-friendly GBSs planning 536 

(Figure 7). Therefore, we recommend focusing more on enhancing GBSs intelligibility 537 

by adjusting connectivity and integration of urban spaces for improved spatial cognition 538 

of GBSs. Conventionally, some studies have explored how people perceive the urban 539 

space using insufficiently objective approaches, such as the 5-point Likert scale (Chen 540 

et al., 2018) and rating scores (Wang et al., 2021). These surveys of spatial intelligibility 541 

heavily depend on the judgment of subjects and are affected by several uncontrollable 542 

social and human factors, which isolate the linkages between space and people. These 543 

limitations can be addressed by using the space syntax approach that provides objective 544 

measures of GBSs to help people read the urban spaces (Önder & Gigi, 2010). Our 545 

space-syntax measures of intelligibility, combined with PCA, illustrate the importance 546 

of intelligibility consideration in pedestrian-friendly GBSs planning through comparing 547 

the various weightings of AVI indicators in GBSs evaluations. To improve spatial 548 

intelligibility, local connectivity and integration across the city should be improved 549 

synchronically, their higher correspondence is the premise of intelligible GBSs. In other 550 

words, the main principle of improving the GBSs intelligibility in the Guangzhou city 551 

is creating not only well-connected but also well-integrated urban spaces (Hillier, 1996).  552 



 

 

5.3 Heterogeneous GBSs evaluations in old and new urban districts 553 

 The districts in the central city generally have more pedestrian-friendly GBSs, 554 

regardless of AVI-averaged and AVI-weighted evaluations (Figure 6(d) and 9(a4)(b4)). 555 

This result can be explained by the different urban patterns between old and new 556 

districts of the city. Old districts are more central and have been created earlier. In 557 

general, their spatial configurations are closely related to movement patterns socially 558 

and thereby are more pedestrian friendly (Wang et al., 2021). Some facts also support 559 

our results. For example, the ‘Haizhu’ district has a rich green infrastructure for social 560 

interaction (Zhu et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2018). The ‘Yuexiu’ district has diverse 561 

transportation systems for easy using and experiencing GBSs within well-connected 562 

and well-integrated urban spaces (Deng et al., 2021). On the other hand, new districts 563 

in the city periphery are built more recently, so that their spatial configurations may not 564 

well suit pedestrian movement patterns due to their looser linkages to municipal urban 565 

planning (Xu & Yeh, 2003). Therefore, it is understandable that less pedestrian-friendly 566 

GBSs are more clustered in the new districts (Figure 6(d) and 9(a4)(b4)).  567 

 For specific AVI indicators, the spatial patterns of GBSs intelligibility do not reveal 568 

clear distinctions between old and new districts (Figure 6(c) and 9(a3)(b3)). Some old 569 

districts even had rather low intelligibility of GBSs, such as ‘Huadu’, ‘Baiyun’, and 570 

‘Panyu’ districts, while GBSs in some new districts are highly intelligible, such as the 571 

‘Nansha’ district. We explain these situations from the socioeconomic aspects. In 572 

‘Huadu’ and ‘Panyu’ districts, relocated industrial facilities (Lin, 2004) require more 573 

green buffers that cannot be perceived in the walking paths. Similarly, the green buffers 574 

surrounding the large-scale international airport in the ‘Baiyun’ district (Xu & Yeh, 575 

2003) also limit pedestrian cognition capacity. Furthermore, the great intelligible GBSs 576 

in the ‘Nansha’ district benefit from its national-level strategic position as a major 577 

junction for stronger collaboration between the Guangdong province, Hong Kong, and 578 

Macau in China (Cheng et al., 2017). Overall, based on the heterogeneous GBSs 579 

evaluation results between old and new urban districts, we suggest improving the 580 

accessibility in to-movement routes and visibility in through-movement routes in new 581 

districts for more pedestrian-friendly GBSs and better walking experience of 582 

pedestrians. Whereas, old districts may need an emphasis on improving intelligibility 583 

of GBSs and the ease of spatial cognition through increasing connected and integrated 584 

spaces synchronically.  585 

6. Conclusion 586 

 To incorporate the pedestrian needs in their daily movement into physical GBSs 587 

planning for better walking experience in GBSs, this research provides the AVI 588 

framework to evaluate the accessibility (A), visibility (V), and intelligibility (I) of GBSs, 589 

which measures how GBSs meet the pedestrian needs of physical access, visual access, 590 

and spatial cognition, respectively. Space syntax is a key to translate the patterns of 591 



 

 

pedestrian movement into the configurational measurements of GBSs. 592 

 Both the AVI measurements of individual GBSs as well as the averaged AVI 593 

indicators of GBSs in urban districts have been illustrated, revealing similar spatial 594 

patterns. The findings show that GBSs in the central part of the city are more accessible 595 

and visible than those in other places, according to the AVI measures, although this 596 

trend is not discernible for intelligibility. Based on averaged AVI, the overall GBSs in 597 

the city centers are more pedestrian-friendly than the outer districts. Moreover, using 598 

PCA, intelligibility is defined as the most dominant influence of pedestrian-friendly 599 

GBSs, which can provide additional cognitive information compared with accessibility 600 

and visibility. Assigning diverse weightings of AVI indicators, accessibility, visibility, 601 

and intelligibility of GBSs among districts can be comparable. Intelligibility of GBSs 602 

has the highest score, while visibility needs to be improved throughout the city. 603 

However, these observations at city level are not entirely consistent with the AVI values 604 

in different districts. With the AVI weightings, the overall GBSs in the city centers are 605 

still more pedestrian-friendly than others, similar to the patterns based on the AVI-606 

averaged evaluation results. Additionally, ‘Yuexiu’, ‘Huadu’, and ‘Nansha’ districts are 607 

regarded as the priority areas for GBSs improvement in Guangzhou by adjusting AVI 608 

indicators.  609 

 Despite the lack of human and social survey data, the space syntax-based 610 

measurements in our study provide more objective evidence to decipher the linkages 611 

between movement flows and GBSs planning, compared to the conventional survey-612 

based evaluations. Intangible moving behavior patterns therefore can be transformed to 613 

the empirical results of GBSs evaluation. Also, our empirical evidence can be used to 614 

verify survey results and provide planners with comprehensive information. 615 

Additionally, the pedestrian walking behavior around the GBSs is the focus of this study, 616 

without the consideration of rail networks. As a result, one future direction could be to 617 

investigate the effects of highway developments or rapid rail transit on the human 618 

utilization of GBSs at larger scales. The quality of GBSs as public spaces, such as the 619 

safety of people who use them, also needs to be investigated in future work. In 620 

conclusion, this study demonstrates insights into pedestrian-friendly GBSs planning 621 

through developing a multi-indictor framework to examine whether the GBSs 622 

accommodate the requirements of access, view, and cognition in pedestrian movement. 623 

We suggest the intelligibility related to mental cognition in movement as a focus in 624 

future GBSs planning. At the same time, the visibility of GBSs needs to be improved 625 

particularly in the peripheral districts.  626 
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Table 1. The potential AVI of various spatial characteristics of GBSs 

Spatial networks of GBSs Potential impacts on AVI Photographic examples 

(By authors) Distributions Functions 

1. Close to streets Aesthetic; 

landscaping; buffering 

These green spaces near to streets have high accessibility, 

visibility, and intelligibility, because they show a similar 

spatial network to the streets that are easily reached, viewed, 

and perceived with large human flows. 

 

2. As spatial edge 

(e.g., rivers) 

Environmental 

protection; buffering 

The river as an edge for spatial isolation has low accessibility, 

low visibility, and low intelligibility, because the river, as a 

natural setting, mainly aims for environmental improvement 

rather than social activities due to low human flows and distant 

location. The river is not closely connected to the spatial 

networks for human daily movement. 

 



 

 

3.1 As district 

(e.g., wetland, 

ecological park) 

Environmental 

protection 

Both large-scale wetlands for environmental protection and 

nursery for production have low accessibility, low visibility, 

and low intelligibility, because they are generally located in 

the suburban areas with low-density street networks and only 

serve the particular individuals. These districts will be 

accessed or walked through in human routine movement. 

 

3.2 As district 

(e.g., transplant 

nursery) 

Production 

 

4.1 Close to urban 

nodes (e.g., 

attached to 

residential and 

commercial 

areas) 

Entertainment; 

recovery; aesthetic; 

social cohesion 

The GBSs attached to residential areas have high accessibility 

because most residential areas are easy to reach; but low 

visibility and intelligibility because these GBSs are usually 

semi-public and difficult for people moving through public 

street networks to see and recognize. 

The GBSs attached to commercial areas have high 

accessibility, high visibility, and high intelligibility, because 

commercial areas as an important urban function in a well-
 



 

 

connected spatial network should be easy to reach, view, and 

perceive throughout the city. 

4.2 Close to urban 

nodes (e.g., 

attached to 

industrial areas) 

Environmental 

protection; buffering 

The GBSs attached to industrial areas have low accessibility, 

low visibility, and low intelligibility, because the industrial 

areas are in a distant location with an isolated spatial network 

from the city center. These GBSs play more roles in 

environmental protection than providing social benefits, 

which will not be recognized by people in their routine 

movement. 

 

4.3 Close to urban 

nodes (e.g., public 

green-blue 

spaces) 

Entertainment; 

aesthetic; recovery; 

social cohesion  

The public green-blue spaces, such as parks, have high 

accessibility, high visibility, and high intelligibility, because 

these public open spaces are usually in well-connected and 

easy-accessed places, taking the usage efficiency into account.  

 



 

 

5. Close to 

landmarks 

Aesthetic; 

entertainment 

The GBSs around the landmark have  

1) high accessibility and intelligibility, because the 

surrounding well-developed networks bring the GBSs into the 

easy-accessed and easy-cognized spatial networks. 

2) but low visibility, because these GBSs primarily serve 

visitors instead of the general public. These GBSs are thus less 

likely to be viewed if people do not reach the landmark.  

 



 

 

Table 2. AVI measurements of GBSs (Hillier et al., 1987; Hillier, 1996) 

Indicators Measures 

Accessibility Local NQPDA (radius = 1200m) 

Visibility Local TPBtA (radius = 1200m) 

Intelligibility Correlations (R2) between LConn and city NQPDA 

 



 

 

Table 3. The PCA results of AVI values 

 PC1 PC2 PC3 

Proportion of variance (%) 60 31.6 8.4 

Cumulative proportion (%) 60 91.6 100 

Loading    

Accessibility 0.688 0.146 0.711 

Visibility 0.68 0.211 -0.702 

Intelligibility 0.252 -0.967  

  

 


